NOTIFICATION

Following is notified for the information of candidates desirous of seeking admission to various UG (25) and PG (131) programmes of Banaras Hindu University for the academic session 2020-21:

1. The University has decided to extend the last date for submission of online application forms from 29th February 2020 to 12th March 2020, keeping in view the ongoing examinations of various Senior Secondary Board of Examinations (Class – 12th).

2. In the Undergraduate Entrance Test (UET)- 2020 Information Bulletin, vide Note 2 (ii) of Section 11, following policy was announced:

   “In case the number of applicants opting for a Test City for CBT is more than the available infrastructural capacity for holding CBT in the concerned City, allotment of an alternate City would be made, in the order of preference indicated by the applicant, subject to availability of infrastructure facilities in such alternate cities. In case adjustment of candidates is not feasible in alternate cities of preference, the University reserves the right to convert mode of examination of such candidates from CBT mode to pen and paper mode (OMR based) to avoid long distance migration of candidates from one city to another City. In that case, Test in both the modes would be conducted on the same date, same time and with the same question paper.”

From the present application data, it is noted that the number of applicants preferring Varanasi as their Test City of choice for following UG Tests have exceeded the capacity of holding CBT at Varanasi:

1. BA (Hons)- Arts (Code No. – 131)
2. BA (Hons)- Social Sciences (Code No. – 132)
3. BSc (Hons)- Maths (Code No. – 181)
4. BSc (Hons)- Bio (Code No.– 182)
5. BSc (Hons)- Agriculture (Code No. – 135)
6. LL.B. (Hons) (Code No. – 151)
7. BA. LL.B. (Code No. – 137)
8. B.Ed. (Code No. – 564)/ B.Ed Spl Education (Code No. – 716)
10. B.Ed. (Code No. – 567)/ B.Ed Spl Education (Code No. – 718)
11. B.Ed. (Code No. – 568)/ B.Ed Spl Education (Code No. – 719)
12. B.Com. (Hons.)/B.Com. (Hons.)-FMM (Code No. – 133)

To avoid long distance migration of candidates from one city to another City, the University has decided to hold the Test of aforesaid UG courses in pen and paper mode (OMR based) also at Varanasi Centre only with the same paper at the same date and time, in line with the aforesaid quoted policy.

In all other Test Centres (Cities), the number of applicants in a given shift is within their available infrastructural capacity of holding CBT. Therefore, in other Test Cities except Varanasi, Tests would be held in CBT mode only.

Such candidates who could not fill the application form for admission to aforesaid UG courses due to lack of confidence in opting CBT mode but are still willing to appear in the offline test mode (only for the aforesaid courses), may do so during the extended period (upto 12.03.2020) by choosing Varanasi as the most preferred Test Centre.

3. Further, a manual on CBT (in English and Hindi) has been made available on the BHU’s Entrance Test Portal (www.bhuonline.in). A CBT mock test link is also provided on the Entrance Test Portal which can be accessed by the candidates for practicing/writing a test in CBT environment. Candidates who are going to write a Test in CBT environment for the first time may go through the CBT manual and practice the mock test through the link available on the Entrance Test Portal. As the mock test is the replica of the actual CBT environment, practicing on it will provide them an opportunity to visualize the ease of CBT mode.
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